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Consultation Comments and Council Response 

Name Comments 

Anne Carey Regarding change of use at the above I would support proposals for a residential institution/college or educational 
establishment similar to the existing. 
 
I would oppose the site being used for a residential care home or sheltered housing. 
 
Social and community uses are not specific enough to comment on. 

Officer Response Comments on site uses noted. The SPD details the site’s existing use and indicates that it may be suitable for continued use 
and a residential institution or college (see paragraphs 3.16/3.17 of the SPD). 
 

Christine Joshi 

 

As a resident of Ansdell Terrace, while I support Thomas School relocating to the Heythrop College site, I am concerned 
about how parents would drop and collect their children by car if South End is a traffic free zone. I fully support a traffic free 
zone but the restriction would force parents to use roads like ours to stow their cars in order to drop the children. There is so 
much construction and large lorry traffic in our area, including Kensington Square and Young Street that traffic patterns must 
be analysed carefully for the safety of all, especially pedestrians. 

Officer Response Paragraphs 3.22 – 3.24 deals with issues of traffic, parking and construction traffic and set out a requirement for a transport 
assessment as part of any application. 
 

DAVID THOMAS COMMENTS FROM DAVID THOMAS VRARA MEMBER AND RESIDENT AT 41 VICTORIA ROAD AND CO FOUNDER 
OF THOMAS'S LONDON DAY SCHOOLS. [TLDS] 
 
1. An analysis of the 117 responses to RBKC’s Issues and Options is of great interest. Leaving aside the errors, and also 
the agencies such as Historic England, TfL, Highways etc. there were 108 responses from residents and of these:  
a. In answer to RBKC Questions 1 and 2 - An overwhelming 94.4% in supported education on the Heythrop site. No less 
than 65.7% wanted pre-prep or primary education; only 6.5% wanted secondary or tertiary; 14.8% did not specify and only 
7.4% did not want education on the site at all. 
b. In case you should think that these responses were packed by TLDS lobbying you should also note that 62% of the 
responses were not from TLDS parents. The list is attached below under the heading 'Analysis of SPD Responses 020216'. 
Addresses and contacts against names have been deleted, but are available on a confidential basis if required. 
c. Thus, there seems to be a strong lobby of parents with young families that need good primary education. TLDS has been 
supporting this notion since starting the school in Cottesmore Gardens in 1981 but is now determined, subject to finance, to 
provide a better educational environment at the Heythrop site for local children. We seek positive responses from RBKC in 
attempting to reach this objective. We understand the fears of some increase in traffic activity, but more of this later in Para 
3.  
d. Responses to Residential development were more ambivalent.10.2% wanted none at all, 57.4% thought some 
development mainly on the Southern part of the site would be acceptable and 29.6% did not specify for or against.  
e. TLDS recognises the need for development of the Southern part of the site, and is not against it provided it is for the 
community. 
 
2. In response to Question 4 about open space an overwhelming 92.6% of responses favoured the retention of the open 
spaces. Only 2.8% were against and the rest did not specify.  
 
TLDS is,, of course absolutely in favour of retaining the open spaces. This is both for games as at present, and for 
ecological study and quiet recreation in the gardens. Open spaces can be made available for community use when not 
needed by the school.  
 
3. Traffic. There is a presumption on Page 12 para 3.18 of the draft SPD that a primary/preparatory day school would 
increase traffic around the site and may not be suitable. On page 52/3 Serial 116 the VRARA [Michael Bach] states that a 
similar day school use would be undesirable for the same reason and should be precluded.  
Firstly, this is a disappointing attitude for the local residents association to take when so many in the VARA/Queens Gate 
Ward area residents are also parents at Thomas's, Kensington. In fact no less than 160 of our parents reside in the Queens 
Gate Ward area and 104 of their children are educated at Thomas's Kensington up to its age limit of 11 years old. Another 
10 of their children aged between 11 and 13 years attend Thomas's Battersea by minibus. 
TLDS wrote to Michael Bach on 9 December 2015 offering to work with VRARA over the question of traffic but a reply is still 
awaited. 
Secondly, Thomas's Kensington is a local school serving the local community and takes traffic issues seriously. We control 
and police our traffic. This is evidenced by the Gold Level Accreditation for Sustainable Travel that was awarded to the 
school in October 2015.[See file] In addition please note that: 
1. Only 12% of the pupils arrive by car and of these 7%  share cars. The presumption that the site is entirely surrounded by 
traffic is therefore wrong. 
2. 16% of pupils park away from the school and walk in. The school provides incentives to children and parents to do so. 
3. No less than 63% of pupils arrive on foot or scooter - emphasising the local nature of the school. 
4. Of the rest, 3% come by bicycle; 3% by school minibus; 2% by London Bus and 1% by rail.  
Source: Carter Jonas Letter to RBKC 17 Nov 15. Page 15 
 
4. Kensington Square - A car free zone. TLDS recognises that Kensington Square is congested and undertakes that it will 
be traffic-free so far as Thomas's and TLDS traffic is concerned. If TLDS is successful in acquiring part of the site then entry 
to number 23 Kensington Square will be pedestrian only. 
 
5. 23, Kensington Square - Occupancy. TLDS would seek to divide the site in two and to occupy the Northern part and the 
gardens for the preparatory school. The division would be in a line drawn from the service gate at Southend due West to the 
railway line. We would still need a 'back gate' to South End to be retained for school minibus use, deliveries, and 
pedestrians. There should not, however, be any increase in delivery lorries as far as the school is concerned.  
In this way the older part of the site could be retained in its traditional use as a school that would be in keeping with the 
listed buildings East and West of it in the Square. We would then be able to increase the age range at Thomas's Kensington 
to 13 years. There would be an increase in numbers - but no increase in traffic as the older children would walk to school or 
use public transport. 
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We would not object to residential development on the Southern part of the site, preferably car free, as favoured by others.  
 
6. Traffic Survey. TLDS take traffic seriously. To support our submission we commissioned a traffic survey that was carried 
by transport planning specialists TTP Consulting in the first two weeks in December 2015 - an exceptionally busy time of 
year. Results of the survey are attached - all 92 pages of it, but the summary states that: 
 
"Parking demand across the total area surveyed averages in the region of 80% during the morning and afternoon periods 
which equates to approximately 410 spaces out of 511 being occupied. It is evident therefore, that whilst parking demand is 
high, there is still spare capacity with circa 100 spaces available. " 
 
Thus it seems that although no one likes traffic the fear of it is greater than the reality. 
 
7. CONCLUSION. 
a. Of course, as an educational provider TLDS has a great  interest in what happens to Heythrop and we will be actively 
seeking to acquire the Northern part of the site.  
b. What we ask from the final SPD is that for all the reasons I have given above, use by a well-organised primary school 
should not be condemned out of hand for reasons of traffic generation and that this should be recognised in  the SPD final 
version. After all, nearly two thirds of the respondents to the 'Issues and Options' paper, 65.7%,specify that they want 
primary education at the site and a massive 94.4% want an educational use to continue.  
c. Thomas's Kensington is a school that works for and works with the local community. Indeed it is part of it.  
 
What we ask is that we may be able to compete with others in the acquisition of the Southern part of the site for the 
improvement of education in the Royal Borough but without being condemned out of hand for traffic generation that we work 
so hard successfully to avoid. 
 
Supporting documents attached 

 Analysis of SPD Responses 020216.xlsx (56 KB) 
 Gold Level Accreditation certificate.pdf (47 KB) 
 Transport Report D2 (160116).pdf (13.5 MB) 

 

Officer Response 1. Land use is dealt with in paragraphs 3.16 – 3.21. In line with Local Plan policy, any change of use would need to satisfy 
Policy CK1 (RBKC Local Plan), which seeks to protect social and community uses. 
 

2. Support of open space on the site noted (para 3.28) 
 
3. 4/5/6: Para 3.23 states that a transport assessment would be required as part of any planning application.  

TDLS intention for pedestrian access only from Kensington Square noted.  
 

Comments on Thomas’s contribution to the local community noted. 
 

Gerald Eve LLP 
(Richard Moir ) 

 

Public consultation on the Heythrop College Supplementary Planning Document 
 
I write on behalf of my client, the Trustees of The Religious of the Assumption, with regards to the public consultation on the 
proposed Heythrop College Supplementary Planning Document. My client owns and is in occupation of 20 Kensington 
Square, Milleret House (former convent) and the Maria Assumpta Chapel. They are therefore, likely to be significantly 
impacted by any future redevelopment of the Heythop College site. Whilst the redevelopment of the site for a particular, or 
number of uses, is inevitable, as an adjoining occupier my client would like to raise the following areas for consideration 
relevant to their ownership as part of the consultation: 
 
• We consider that the open garden space immediately in front of Milleret House is important in maintaining the visual, noise 
and other amenity value and pastoral use of this house; 
 
• We support that any redevelopment of the land and buildings adjacent, or close to, the Chapel should be sensitive to the 
use, structural integrity and its Grade II listing; 
 
• My clients hold legal rights of vehicular and pedestrian access via South End; rights to park cars on the property; rights to 
receive services; rights to access the Chapel over the property; etc which will influence detailed development proposals in 
due course. 
 
I trust the above issues will be given due consideration during the consultation and finalisation of this document. Should you 
have any questions, or should you require any further information please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Officer Response Comments of open space, amenity and sensitivity to listed buildings noted. Paras 3.10-3.15 deal with issues of heritage and 
the constraints on the site due to the proximity of the neighbourng listed buildings. The indicative site layout states that we 
would expect an area of open space maintained at the centre of the site. 
 
Rights of access to the site noted.  
 

idea Mine Ltd 
(malcolm gaskin) 

I would have thought that the amenity should be used mainly for educational purposes. Like accomodation and facilities for 
the nearby Imperial College, Royal College of Art, Royal School of Needle work. Some space could be found for private gain 
to help development, and I agree that the 70s buildings should be replaced with something more aestheticly 'Kensington' 

Officer Response Support for educational use and potential enabling development noted. Support for replacement of post-war blocks also 
noted. 

Jeremy Hill Introduction 
Having read the Heythrop College Planning Brief ( the Brief ), it appears that, while care must be taken to bear in mind the 
interests of adjoining owners, the overall objective is to produce the simplest and most profitable outcome for the current 
owners (see the final sentence of 1.4 on page 4 of the brief) . While this is understandable, it makes the proposals 
essentially different to a church body seeking permission for an educational purpose where the church body will continue to 
be in charge of the site and the educational purposes for which the site will be used. Against the above background, the 
present proposals will, if I understand them correctly, adversely affect 22 South End Row which has been our property and 

https://planningconsult.rbkc.gov.uk/gf2.ti/af/659874/97660/XLSX/-/Analysis_of_SPD_Responses_020216.xlsx
https://planningconsult.rbkc.gov.uk/gf2.ti/af/659874/97661/PDF/-/Gold_Level_Accreditation_certificate.pdf
https://planningconsult.rbkc.gov.uk/gf2.ti/af/659874/97662/PDF/-/Transport_Report_D2_160116.pdf
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home for more than 50 years and for brevity be referred to in this letter as our Home. 
 
Comments on the proposals 
 
(1) Building and other changes on the Heythrop College site directly affecting our Home 
(a) It would appear from the indicative site layout on page 11 of the Brief, that the proposal is for a continuous 3 storey 
building running along behind the present buildings up to South End. There is no mention of the specific impact on existing 
buildings on the site. It should be noted that at present there is no continuous building on the College side of the boundary 
wall. Also no indication is given as to how close to the boundary wall the proposed building will be or whether the proposed 
building will have windows, which can look into the windows of our home. Quite apart from privacy one cannot ignore the 
problems which can arise from noise (eg loud music being played). 
If the new building was kept below the top of the present boundary wall that would make make a huge difference. 
 
(2) Traffic 
(a) This could prove important. For example, even if no parking is allowed within the Heythrop College site, would those 
owning a property within the site be entitled to obtain the right to park in the surrounding area/ streets. If so that might have 
a serious impact on those currently with the right to park (see 3.23 on page 13 of the Brief ). If the development of the site is 
residential then the following needs to be considered. There is only one vehicle access and that is via South End, a narrow 
road and with occasional passing places. It might not be able to cope with the cars of both the residents' and visitors' cars, 
delivery vans, rubbish collection etc. This might well cause congestion in South End itself and extend to the surrounding 
area. 
 
(3) Drainage 
It will be important to be satisfied that no problems will be created (eg for those living in South End Row). 

Officer Response 1. Rather than specific proposals, the SPD provides an outline of the context, opportunities and constraints associated with 
the site. It sets the framework for acceptable redevelopment both in terms of appropriate future uses and broad design 
principles, such as an indicative layout, massing and density for new buildings. 

 
Any application for new development along the southern boundary would be expected to comply with Council policies 
regarding amenity, privacy and noise (Policy CL5 – Living Conditions, RBKC Local Plan). 

 
2. In line with Council policy, proposals for new development would be expected to demonstrate they would not result in 

increased pressure on traffic and on-street parking pressure (Policy CT1, RBKC Local Plan). This is supported in paras 
3.22-3.24 of the draft SPD. 

 
3. Noted. Para 3.49 addresses drainage 
 

Joanna 
Cunningham 

Our main concerns are that, as you highlight in your report, the access to the site is extremely poor. This hampers any 
significant redevelopment and needs to be borne very carefully in mind with what is proposed on the site. The current 
footfall and traffic associated with this site has historically been very manageable.  
We are also concerned that the current height of the buildings are not increased. The existing height of the student 
accommodation is already out of keeping with the area.  
The large open space with its wonderful mature trees should be kept as it is a real asset. 
We are very interested to be kept informed as this important discussion evolves. 

Officer Response The Council notes concerns about site access and buildings heights. The Council will require building heights to be justified 
from a townscape perspective (Policy CL2, RBKC Local Plan), and will also consider the impact on the setting of the listed 
buildings and the character of the conservation area. The relationship with the homes in South End and South End Row will 
also be an important consideration when assessing proposals. Any development that comes forward seeking a taller 
element would have to take account of the policies of the Council’s Local Plan including Policy CL12. This policy seeks to 
resist significantly taller buildings other than in exceptionally rare circumstances, where the development has a wholly 
positive impact on the character and quality of the townscape. 
  
The draft SPD supports the retention of the open space at the centre of the site (para 3.9). 
 

Kensington 
Society (Michael 
Bach) 

 

The Victoria Road Area Residents’ Association have a strong interest in this planning brief because the only vehicular 
access to this site is through South End and because the site also backs onto South End Row and Kelso Place, which are 
mainly two-storey buildings. All of these are part of our association’s area. 
 
Our main concerns are that any development must: 
 
• maintain the same social and community uses currently on the site: preferably tertiary education with residential 
accommodation and sports facilities; 
• resist uses with significant traffic generation both during construction and, particularly, from any use of the site, recognising 
that vehicular access to the site via South End is difficult, convoluted, congested and limited, and access via Kensington 
Square should limited to pedestrians;  
• protect and enhance the character and appearance of the conservation areas and their impact on the setting 
• ensure that the nature and scale of any future uses of the site do not have an adverse effect on the surrounding area; 
• minimise the impact of any buildings on the low-rise, two-storey housing that surrounds the site in the southern corner; and 
• protect and enhance the gardens, trees and sports facilities.  
 
Overall 
 
VRARA strongly supports the main thrust of the draft SPD, especially: 
 
• policy context, including the identification of the uses and the heritage assets 
• the development objectives 
• the site description 
• the SWOT analysis 
• the development guidelines, including the indicative site layout  
• the key planning considerations  
 
The planning policy context should, however, be expanded to cover: 
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• the retention or replacement of the student hall of residence (LP 3.14) 
• the protection of local green space (para 1.6 or in a new para 13: refer to NPPF paras 76/77) 
• the protection of local sports facilities, especially the tennis courts (NPPF para 73, LP Policy 3.19 as well as being a use 
covered by Local Plan Policy CK1) 
 
The Development Objectives (page 5) need extended to include: 
 
• to retain the student accommodation; and  
• to retain the sports facilities on the site. 
 
Section 2: Site Description 
 
VRARA strongly supports the section on Site Location and Context, except: 
 
2.1: Line 5: delete “arcade” and insert “building” 
 
2.4: The height of the Copthorne Tara should not be seen as a precedent or guideline for building heights – it was built in 
the early 1970s subsidised by a Government Hotel Grant scheme to overcome a housing shortage and, as the draft says, 
particularly dominant. It reflects noise from the underground. 
 
Site Summary 
 
Weaknesses 
Access to the site is extremely limited for both pedestrians and vehicles. Access from Kensington Square is for pedestrians 
only. There is one vehicle access point via South End, which is not wide enough to accommodate a significant increase in 
traffic or large lorries. With a denser eventual use, increased vehicular traffic through South End would inevitably make it 
less suitable as the main pedestrian route as the entrance is very narrow with has no pavement. 
 
Threats – first bullet – add “especially in Kensington Square and South End.” 
 
Section 3: Development Guidelines 
 
Issues: 
Open Space – this could mention sports facilities – there are policies to support their retention (see above)  
 
Constraints 
Playspace – this should specifically refer to tennis courts in line 1 and in line 3 and should specifically refer to “sports 
facilities”.  
 
Indicative Site Layout 
Para 3.5: The constrained nature of the site informs the site layout to a significant degree - a “certain degree” is a gross 
understatement. This is major constraint. 
 
Para 3.9: delete and replace with: 
“Open Space, garden, trees and sports facilities all need to be retained in the centre of the site. 
 
Planning Considerations:  
 
Heritage 
Para 3.10, line 4: delete “Kynance” and replace with “Kelso” 
 
Para 3.13: Any development would also impact on the De Vere Conservation Area 
 
Land Use 
Para 3.16/3.19: The wording “same or similar use” in CK1 relates to the specific use, not the rest of the uses in the same 
use class, which would not come into play until the next stage in the sequence.  
 
Para 3.17: We strongly agree that the student accommodation should be retained or even reprovided, whilst maintaining the 
number of study bedrooms as required by LP 3.14 – quote this policy. 
 
Para 3.20: VRARA is unconvinced that enabling residential development would be necessary. 
 
Access 
Para 3.23: VRARA strongly supports the site being both a permit-free and car-free development. 
 
Open Space 
Para 3.27: the sports facilities/tennis court are a social and community use covered by Local Plan Policy CK1 and should, 
therefore, be retained or reprovided to an equivalent or better standard, rather than preservation “be considered”. 
 
Rewrite second sentence as: 
 
“Preservation or equivalent re-provision of these sports facilities will be required in future plans for the site. (NPPF para 73; 
London Plan Policy 3.19; and Local Plan Policy CK1, CR5)” 
 
Design and Accessibility 
Para 3.36: Traffic generation: For VRARA, and other residents’ association too, traffic generation is the determining issue 
for the type of use that would be acceptable on the site. 
 
Para 3.37: VRARA strongly agrees that a “college campus” should be the preferred use for this site – and considers that this 
paragraph should be more explicit. Rewrite second sentence: 
 
“A college campus or another C2 use, including education and student accommodation use would be the ideal use, as it 
would fit best with the constraints.” 
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Housing 
Para 3.39: Student accommodation:  
Delete “with at least equivalent floorspace” – the London Plan Policy 3.14 requires resisting the loss of units, but if 
replacement it would be for the same type of housing, in this case student accommodation. If the 1960s hall of residence 
were redeveloped it would need to provide as many units even if the space standards and facilities were improved. The loss 
of any units would count as losses to be offset against gains in the number of housing units provided. The “equivalence” to 
be sought is in the number of units not the amount of floorspace. 
 
Sustainability 
Para 3.49 Drainage: 
VRARA considers that should be no rainwater run off as the site is sufficiently large and permeable that the development 
should have no runoff 
 
Summary 
 
VRARA strongly supports the draft SPD for Heythrop College, subject to the above comments. 
We support the same basic principles as our neighbouring associations : 
 
- no increase in traffic to both South End and Kensington Square; 
- protection of the historic heritage of the site and the area; 
- protection of green space and sport facilities; and  
- strongly favour tertiary education and communal use of some of the facilities. 
 

Officer Response Support for the main thrust of the SPD noted.  
 
Regarding overall issues: 
• the retention or replacement of the student hall of residence – supported in para 3.17 
• the protection of local green space – supported in para 3.28 
• the protection of local sports facilities – supported in 3.27 
 
Regarding specific suggestions and alterations: 
These have been noted and in many cases included - the document has been amended accordingly. 
 
Regarding comments on housing: 
Student accommodation – the London Plan Policy 3.14C requires resisting the loss of floorspace. This has been used to 
justify the wording in para 3.39 
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Mr Alexandre, 
KENSINGTON 
SQUARE 
RESIDENTS 
ASSOCIATION 

We are writing to you is our capacity of chairman, vice chairman and general secretary of Kensington Square Residents 
Association (“KSRA”) and after a formal and extensive consultation with many residents of the square, the clear majority of 
which are in support of our representation. As part of the Heythrop College contemplated SPD, KSRA is keen to remind the 
council of the unique and its historical heritage of the square and need for protection. 
 
KSRA would like to reiterate that it strongly welcomes the decision to produce a Supplementary Planning Document to 
guide the future development and use of this site and we appreciate the consultation that has taken place. 
 
Concerning the protection of residential character and conservation of the historical square, we would like to request at this 
stage that the SPD reflects a stronger commitment to avoid any incremental traffic to Kensington Square. This is targeted 
not only to avoid loss of amenity for the residents of the square, but also for the protection of the historic heritage of the site. 
 
For the avoidance of doubt, we would like to seek some clarifications to be made in the SPD and considered in the 
consultation: 
 
1) while the SPD mentions an existing school on the square at 24 Kensington Square, we believe it needs to be noted and 
clarified in the SPD that this is a very small ancillary site of a group of 4 schools, which has a maximum allowed capacity of 
50 students and currently has 18 nursery age children only on roll (source: last OFSTED report and school). We strongly 
feel that this should not be used as an example or a precedent that could lead some to mistakenly believe a primary or 
secondary school would be an acceptable use, as this would be strongly opposed by the residents. Any non-residential 
educational use would not only require planning permission from RBKC, but would be heavily opposed by the residents 
given potential for additional traffic to the area and change to the quiet character of Kensington Square. We understand that 
there is one education provider that is keen to commit to handle all drop-offs via vehicular entrance at South End and would 
welcome that approach, as in essence they would be shutting the entrance from Kensington Square, preventing drop-offs, 
thus avoiding noisy traffic from parents dropping off and picking up children. 
2) we would like to highlight that we understand that RBKC considered comments to the SPD from parents of a 
neighbouring school that is keen to secure the site as a primary school. This group of parents were enrolled in a lobbying 
campaign and as they do not live in the vicinity, they only speak for the short term benefits of the education of their children 
and not the long term impact on the area. RBKC received 117 comments to the SPD in total, 83 of which were from the 
parents of this school. We feel that this particular conflict of interest needs to be accounted for and that comments to the 
SPD should be considered only by residents who are all affected and not external conflicted parties. We represent more 
than 80 households who live on Kensington Square and the majority of which support the maintenance of its residential 
character and oppose strongly any change of use that would result in incremental traffic, given the narrow vehicular access 
into the square. 
 
Experience elsewhere in London does prove that those educational commercial uses result in significant unregulated traffic 
causing significant disturbances to residents to the benefit only of the school owners and users. 
 
As we have stated in our previous comments in November, we have further serious concerns about access to the site in any 
development and want to ensure site access is maintained in its current form and not to allow any vehicular access via the 
square. We appreciate the SPD reminding parties that vehicular access is solely via South End. 
 
Given the residential character of the square, we would favour some limited residential development on the buildings facing 
the square on the proviso that facades are maintained given the Kensington Square Conservation Area constraints and that 
it should be a car free development. We do not wish to be prescriptive for the specific uses on the South part of the site, but 
would favour a social and community use that would not result in incremental traffic 
 
Finally, we would like to reiterate that we feel it would be sensible for RBKC to look at the site taking into account its 
strategic position in the borough. We have considerable amount of adjacent space available such as the tracks that could be 
covered etc and would enable proper access going forward. This would enable another entrance to be created via 
Scarsdale Place or under the Copthorne Tara hotel and over the rail-track, and would encourage the monetisation of a roof 
over the rail-track and transformation into a green or commercial space. Such an approach could lead to a better outcome 
for all the residents, the entire site and its proposed development, as given the current access constraints the use of the site 
can be viewed as limiting for developers and hamper ability to generate true long-term benefit to the borough as part of a 
modernisation scheme of the area. 
 
To summarise, KSRA strongly supports the draft SPD for Heythrop College, subject to the above comments. 
 
We support the same basic principles as our neighbouring associations: 
 
• no increase in traffic to both Kensington Square and South End 
• protection of the historic heritage of the site and the area 
• protection of green space and sport facilities 
• strongly favour tertiary education and communal use of some of the facilities 

Officer Response 1. Support for a residential institution noted 
2. The Council is not persuaded by ‘lobbying’ from specific interest groups. All comments are appraised on the merit of the 

issues raised in planning terms only. 
 
Regarding concerns over access, the SPD does not support a second vehicular entrance to the site from Kensington 
Square. Support for residential development in this location noted. 

Mrs Mayhew I support the general direction of the SPD but think it should be strengthened to favour educational reuse of the site, and 
require that the site be marketed on a sequential basis first within its current use class to establish the opportunity for the 
educational/institutional market to come onward with a solution prior to any consideration of change of use or enabling 
development. 
 
This is vital due to the very great value disparities that are presently operating in London for residential as opposed to any 
other use class. 

Officer Response The principle of protecting and enhancing the existing social and community uses and land that fulfils that function is set out 
in Policy CK1 of the Local Plan. The Council may allow some form of residential development if it can be demonstrated that 
this will finance the protection or enhancement of social and community uses on the site. 
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Robert Challens Thank you for sight of the document which seems to take a sensible approach to the development of the Heythrop site. 
 
My main concern is the height of buildings allowed as part of any development. Any buildings cut off light from Trafalgar 
Gardens and in my view no new developments should be higher than the existing buildings. Comparison with the Tara Hotel 
on the other side of the railway is invalid as from ground level the existing student accomodation appears higher than the 
Tara due to angles viewed. 

Officer Response The Council notes concerns about site access and buildings heights. The Council will require building heights to be justified 
from a townscape perspective (Policy CL2, RBKC Local Plan), and will also consider the impact on the setting of the listed 
buildings and the character of the conservation area. The relationship with the homes in South End and South End Row will 
also be an important consideration when assessing proposals. Any development that comes forward seeking a taller 
element would have to take account of the policies of the Council’s Local Plan including Policy CL12. This policy seeks to 
resist significantly taller buildings other than in exceptionally rare circumstances, where the development has a wholly 
positive impact on the character and quality of the townscape. 
 

Roger Hudson Fully endorse Council's principal development objectives. Agree that S W area of site alongside the underground lines could 
have taller building, up to present 9 storeys, to generate enough return to help keep much of rest of site for social, 
community, educational use. The 4-storey old convent building, immediately to W of the Chapel, I think officially No 23 
Kensington Sq - what you are calling the "main college building", although not listed, has quality and character, and its 
exterior should not be molested. If Thomas's do move in, then its mothers must sign pledges to walk, not attempt to drive 
their children to school. 

Officer Response Comments noted 

Sally Behrens To Whom this may concern, 
Proposed development of the Heathrop College Site 
Congratulations on putting together the Heythrop College planning brief. It was most helpful. I have a number of points to 
mention, please see below  
 
1 The document refers to a court in the grounds. Can you please specify that it is to be a tennis court, as this will determine 
the court’s measurements.  
 
2 Houses 18-26 South End Row have drawing rooms on the first floor, looking into Heathrop grounds. The wall at the end of 
their gardens is owned by Heathrop. Any building over one floor in height will have a huge impact on the light for of these 
houses, especially on the houses which have an additional room in their back garden. 
 
3 There will be a candlelight problem with the ground floor flat facing South in Trafalgar Gardens, i.e. 3 Trafalgar Gardens, 
and also 16 South End Row. 
 
4 Some of the houses down South End have been built to look down the dividing wall between Heythrop and Trafalgar 
Gardens.  
 
5 There are some listed young trees in the grounds. Can we be assured that these will be protected with proper tree-guards 
as well as the older more-established trees. There are no tree-guards in the document. 
 
6 Wheelchair access down South End is very difficult as South End is cobbled. Could a tarmac path be put down it for 
wheelchair access, as this will be the only wheelchair-accessible entrance? Also it is unsafe with traffic coming in and out, 
and there being not very much space. 
 
7 Part of the site was an old nursing home, and was specially adapted for wheelchair and bed-bound use. Is there any 
chance that these facilities can be incorporated into any new plan so that a percentage of any new plan or design can be for 
disabled people? 
 
8 As residents we do not want anything like the new development at the top of Victoria Road\ two developments in 
Knightsbridge, which are built for a particular market and lie empty most of the time. These properties are too expensive for 
most people. 
 
Thank you again for all your hard work. 
 
I trust these comments are useful. 

Officer Response The purpose of the SPD is to offer site guidance, which any redevelopment proposals would be expected to observe. It 
doesn’t offer any specific site design proposals at this stage. Comments on daylight to existing neighbouring buildings noted 
and proposals will need to comply with the Council’s policy CL5, which deals with living conditions. Many of the trees are 
protected on site and new development will need to consider this. 
 

Sport England 
(Raakhee Patel) 

Thank you for consulting Sport England on the above named document.  
Sport England has an established role within the planning system which includes providing advice and guidance on all 
relevant areas of national, regional and local policy as well as supporting local authorities in developing the evidence base 
for sport. The Government's National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) is clear about the role that sport plays in delivering 
sustainable communities through promoting health and well-being. Sport England, working with the provisions of the NPPF, 
wishes to see local planning policy protect, enhance and provide for sports facilities based on robust and up-to-date 
assessments of need, as well as helping to realise the wider benefits that participation in sport can bring. 
Please note that it is Sport England’s policy to oppose the granting of planning permission for any development which would 
lead to the loss of, or prejudice the use of, all/part of a playing field, unless one or more of the five exceptions stated in its 
policy apply. A copy of that policy can be found at: www.sportengland.org/playingfieldspolicy 
Additionally, please note that Sport England along with Public Health England have recently launched the new Active 
Design Guidance, October 2015. It may therefore be useful to provide a cross-reference (and perhaps a hyperlink) to 
www.sportengland.org/activedesign. Sport England believes that being active should be an intrinsic part of everyone’s life 
pattern. As such, Sport England would expect to see the principles on Active Design embedded in any subsequent Local 
Plan policy. 

Officer Response Reference to Sport England policy added to para 3.27. 
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Susan Van 
Noorden 

This is an excellent document setting out the options and constraints. I can see from the responses that Thomas's School is 
keen to transfer to the site and would benefit from the move. However, there is an abysmal shortage of residential/nursing 
home places for the elderly in this borough, particularly since the closure of Vicarage Gate, and I believe that some 
sheltered accommodation would be a good use of the site - or at least some part of the Southern end development. 

Officer Response Support for residential/nursing home noted. This is referenced in para 3.16. 

Thames Water 
Utilities Ltd (Mark 
Mathews) 

Thank you for consulting Thames Water on the above document. Thames Water is the statutory water and sewerage 
undertaker for the area and is hence a “specific consultation body” in accordance with the Town & Country Planning (Local 
Development) Regulations 2012. 
 
In relation to section 3.49 on drainage we request that site drainage be agreed with both the Environment Agency and 
ourselves as we believe most if not all of the site drainage is connected into the public combined sewer system. We also 
request that as this site falls within the highly flood sensitive Counters Creek Catchment, surface water be attenuated to 
Greenfield run-off rates as a minimum and not the 50% reduction from current rates as proposed. We would furthermore 
request that the configuration of the site be considerate of the strategic sewer (the Low Level No. 2 trunk sewer) that passes 
from west to east through the centre of the site. 
 
We also request that Appendix 1 of the SPD is revised to request a drainage strategy is included in the list of documentation 
in Appendix 1 rather than just a capacity assessment. 
 
I trust the above and enclosed comments are satisfactory, but please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any queries. 

Officer Response Appendix 1 amended to reflect comments. 

The Woodland 
Trust (Ellie 
Henderson) 

 

We would wish to see tree cover increased. Trees can help improve air quality, reduce noise pollution and help with water 
management issues. Urban trees also help mitigate the heat island effect.  
 
We would wish to see a diverse range of native trees planted; this will help to maintain tree cover, despite the threat of tree 
disease.  
 
We are pleased to see that the Council wishes to maintain a high quality greenspace on the site. The provision of green 
spaces can benefit both physical and mental health, reduce health inequalities and reduce the wider costs of health care. 
 
We are pleased to see that the mature trees on the site are protected. They also need to be protected from damage during 
the development of the site.  
 
Tree species differ in terms of their ability to remove pollutants, see our report on urban air quality: 
http://www.woodlandtrust.org.uk/publications/2012/04/urban-air-quality/ 
 
Further information (extracts from our residential developments and trees report):  
Air quality:  
Poor air quality can have an adverse impact on health, especially heart and lung conditions, including asthma. 
Estimates show the cost of the adverse health impacts of air pollution is between £8.6 and £20.2 billion a year.  
 
Trees and water management:  
An increase in hard surfaces increases the speed and volume of water runoff which can quickly overwhelm drains. This 
results in urban flooding, which is currently estimated to cost £270 million a year, a figure that is only going to rise.  
Poor quality water is also a significant problem in urban areas, which has a detrimental impact on wildlife and water-based 
leisure and recreation activities. This in turn leads to increased water treatment costs.  
 
The urban heat island effect:  
The hard surfaces of structures such as buildings and roads absorb heat during the day and release it at night. 
This causes the urban heat island effect, which can result in as much as a 10°C temperature difference between 
residential centres and the surrounding area. Increasing tree cover in urban areas can help mitigate the urban heat 
island through direct shading and by reducing ambient air temperature through the cooling effect of water evaporation from 
the soil via plant leaves. The shading provided by trees can also reduce energy use for heating and cooling buildings.  
 
The full 'Residential developments and trees' report:  
http://www.woodlandtrust.org.uk/mediafile/100631140/pg-wt-300615-residential-
developments.pdf?cb=3b4359f993f644689392131bc41ad025 

Officer Response Support for increased tree cover and retention of greenspace noted. Issues of landscape and biodiversity, including air 
quality, are addressed in paras 3.46-3.48. 

Sam Neal 
Carter Jonas 

On behalf of Thomas's London Day Schools (TLDS) please find attached a further letter of representation towards the draft 
Heythrop College Supplementary Planning Document. 
 

 TLDS Reps 03.02.16.pdf (236 KB) 
 

Officer Response Thomas’s Travel Survey results noted. The SPD (para 3.23) states that any proposals will require a transport assessment 
and proposals for a new school would also require a Travel Plan. 

IAN RENNIE, 
CBRE on behalf 
of the Jesuits in 
Britain 
 

See attached letter 

Officer Response Comments noted and inaccuracies amended in the SPD. 
 
Regarding student accommodation, para 3.39 of the SPD references London Plan policy on this issue. 
 
Support for a taller block noted. The Council will require building heights to be justified from a townscape perspective (Policy 

https://planningconsult.rbkc.gov.uk/gf2.ti/af/659874/97802/PDF/-/TLDS_Reps_03.02.16.pdf
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CL2, RBKC Local Plan), and will also consider the impact on the setting of the listed buildings and the character of the 
conservation area. The relationship with the homes in South End and South End Row will also be an important 
consideration when assessing proposals. Any development that comes forward seeking a taller element would have to take 
account of the policies of the Council’s Local Plan including Policy CL12. This policy seeks to resist significantly taller 
buildings other than in exceptionally rare circumstances, where the development has a wholly positive impact on the 
character and quality of the townscape. 
 
The SPD does not support a second vehicular entrance to the site from Kensington Square (para 3.9) due to the impact on 
the character and appearance of Kensington Square Conservation Area and setting of the neighbouring listed buildings. 
 
Support for residential development noted. Land use is dealt with in paragraphs 3.16 – 3.21. In line with Local Plan policy, 
any change of use would need to satisfy Policy CK1 (RBKC Local Plan), which seeks to protect social and community uses. 
 
 

Thomas Dobson, 
Quod on behalf 
of Alpha Plus 

See attached letter and enclosures 

Officer Response The Council notes the points raised.  
 
Addressing those made in the summary. The SPD cannot make any requirements over the marketing of the site. Nor can it 
create planning policy, but provides site specific guidance and supports the policies in the Local Plan. Any proposals for the 
site would be tested against policies in the Council’s Local Plan, the London Plan and NPPF. 
 
Policy CK1 of the Local Plan sets out the Council’s requirements with regard to social and community uses. This is 
considered to provide a sufficiently explicit explanation as to how this policy is to be applied. 
 
The significance of the heritage assets is addressed in the SPD. The Council’s Local Plan refers to the importance of 
historic uses in Policy CL3. 
 

Mark 
O’Donoghue on 
behalf of Christ 
Church 
Kensington 

See attached letter 

Officer Response Comments noted.  
 
Regarding general comments: 
In line with Council policy, proposals for new development would be expected to demonstrate they would not result in 
increased pressure on traffic and on-street parking pressure (Policy CT1, RBKC Local Plan). This is supported in paras 
3.22-3.24 of the draft SPD. 
 
Concerns about design and scale of residential development noted. This is addressed in the SPD, paras 3.31-3.35. 
 
Regarding specific suggestions and alterations: 
These have been noted and in many cases included - the document has been amended accordingly. 
 

John Gau 
Kensington Court 
Residents 
Association 

I write to confirm that the Kensington Court Residents Association fully supports the comments made by the VRRARA in 
regard to the Heythrop College Planning Brief. 

Officer Response Noted. See the response to the VRARA comments. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

our ref:  Q60579 
your ref:   
email:  tom.dobson@quod.com 
date:  3 February 2016 
 
 
Mr Graham Stallwood 
Executive Director 
Planning and Borough Development 
The Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea 
The Town Hall 
Horton Street 
London W8 7NX 
 
 
 
 
Dear Mr Stallwood, 
 
Heythrop College Draft Supplementary Planning Document 

I am writing on behalf of Alpha Plus Group in response to your current consultation on your draft SPD for the 
Heythrop College site.   A response was submitted to the previous consultation after the deadline, which I 
attach for ease of reference. 
 
Alpha Plus Group welcomes the draft SPD which builds upon the  Issues and Options paper and addresses 
several of our previous points.  However we believe that some outstanding issues remain and that the final 
version  could be  strengthened  to ensure  that  it properly  reflects  the underlying  Local Plan policies, and 
maximises the chances of the Council in achieving its objectives of securing a continuing social or community 
use of the site. 
 
The Alpha Plus Group provides education for children in the Royal Borough for children from the ages of 2 to 
11, across six different locations.  Alpha Plus, and the parents of children attending its schools, have identified 
the need for co‐educational senior school places in the independent sector.  This supports evidence from the 
Greater London Authority  (GLA) which suggests a rising demand for  Independent School places alongside 
those for state schools. 
 
If this demand is to be satisfied it is critical that planning policy sets a clear expectation on landowners that 
the Council’s planning policies to retain sites in social and community uses will be enforced rigorously and 
should  be  reflected  in marketing  and  in  the  prices  paid  for  those  sites.    Otherwise,  in  an  area  with 
exceptionally high house prices like Kensington and Chelsea, the price housing developers are able to bid for 
land will preclude the mix of uses which the Council and community wish to see.  
 
Our detailed comments on the SPD  itself are set out  in an Appendix to this  letter.   In addition we set out 
below information on the evidence of need for education provision. 
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The Need for School Places 

The NPPF encourages local authorities to plan positively for community facilities.  Paragraph 70 states that: 
 

To  deliver  the  social,  recreational  and  cultural  facilities  and  services  the 
community needs, planning policies and decisions should:  

plan positively  for  the provision and use of  shared  space,  community  facilities 
(such  as  local  shops, meeting  places,  sports  venues,  cultural  buildings,  public 
houses  and  places  of  worship)  and  other  local  services  to  enhance  the 
sustainability of communities and residential environments;  

guard against the unnecessary loss of valued facilities and services, particularly 
where this would reduce the community’s ability to meet its day‐to‐day needs. 

 
Paragraph 72 states that:  
 

The Government attaches great importance to ensuring that a sufficient choice of 
school places  is available  to meet  the needs of existing and new communities. 
Local  planning  authorities  should  take  a  proactive,  positive  and  collaborative 
approach to meeting this requirement, and to development that will widen choice 
in education.  

 

They should:  

 

 give great weight to the need to create, expand or alter schools;  

 work with  schools  promoters  to  identify  and  resolve  key  planning  issues 
before applications are submitted. 

 
The emphasis on widening choice should be noted, and that fact that policy does not distinguish between 
state and independent schools.   
 
The London Plan (Policy 3.16) requires local authorities to secure sites for social infrastructure provision and 
if a facility is no longer needed:  
 

‘take reasonable steps to  identify alternative community uses where the needs 
have been identified’. 
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Policy 3.18 requires Boroughs to plan for educational needs and states that: 
 

‘Proposals which result  in the net  loss of education facilities should be resisted, 
unless it can be demonstrated that there is no ongoing or future demand.’ 

 
The Greater London Authority has recently (November 2015) published projected demand figures for school 
places, including for Independent schools.  
 
DFE data shows that demand for  independent school places has been growing fast with pupils  in London 
increasing from 138,710 in 2012 to 146,341 in in 2015, a 5.5% increase in three years. 
 
GLA forecasts that based on current proportions going to state/independent, London will have an additional 
24,897 independent school pupils within 10 years – a 16% increase.  Over half (52%) of RBKC children go to 
Independent Schools (13,461 children), this is 9.2% of the total London demand for independent schools 
 
Secondary/Senior  schools  usually  serve  a wider  area  so  it  is  relevant  to  consider  demand  across  RBKC, 
Hammersmith and Fulham, as well as RBKC, which also have high private school take up.  Between them the 
three Boroughs account for 20% of total London demand for independent schools. 
 
The GLA forecasts another 4,724 total additional pupils in these Boroughs (state and private) over next 10 
years.  Based  on  current  proportion  going  to  independent  schools,  that  would mean  1,244  additional 
independent school pupils in the tri‐borough area a 4.3% increase. 
 
This bears out Alpha Plus Group’s experience (and that of other Independent School providers) that there is 
growing demand, particularly in the senior/secondary phase, with parents having difficulty finding places in 
the Borough for their children after the primary/preparatory phase. 
 
This adds weight  to  the potential  for  Independent  School provision as one of  the potential uses on  the 
Heythrop College site, which should form part of the first stage of the sequential test set out in Policy CK1. 
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Conclusion 
 
 
Alpha Plus Group is strongly supportive of the approach being taken by the Council to the SPD, and of the 
up‐to‐date Local Plan policy CK1 on which it is based. 
 
This  letter and appendices set out a number of areas where the Council may wish to expand on  its policy 
position in the final SPD.  These are: 
 
 

 Stating explicitly that for the purposes of the sequential test (Policy CK1, ci) the preferred 
current, similar or related uses are: Residential Institution (Educational) C1, and  Non‐
Residential Education & Training Centres, Places of Worship, Religious Instruction D1; 

 

 That in relation to heritage the relationships between the buildings, and their historic 
uses being of significance in their role as heritage assets is noted; 

 

 That it would be helpful if the guidance to set out clearly how each step of the sequential 
test in Policy CK1 should be undertaken, starting with the preferred uses, followed by 
other community uses and finally by enabling; 

 

 That any marketing of the site, should reflect the guidance on land values set out in the 
NPPF, Planning Practice Guidance and RICS guidance and take into account the policies 
set out in the Local Plan and SPD for the site to be retained in community uses; 

 

 That  the NPPF and London Plan both place a strong emphasis on  the need  to  retain 
community  provision,  and  specifically  that  great  weight  should  be  placed  on  the 
provision  of  schools  and  that  there  is  identified  need  for  provision  of  Independent 
School provision in RBKC and the wider West London area. 
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In our view the current Local Plan Policy and Issues and Options SPD have the potential to form a sound basis 
for achieving the Council’s objectives of retaining the site in a community use.  We hope that the suggestions 
above would further strengthen this position. 
 
Alpha Plus group would be happy to provide further evidence on need and demand for Independent School 
provision in RBKC if that would be helpful. 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 

 
 
 
 

Tom Dobson 
Director 
 
Enc. 
 
cc: 
 
 
Richard Jones (Alpha Plus) 



APPENDIX 1: 
 
Specific Comments on Draft SPD 
 
The table below sets out our specific comments on the Draft SPD. 
 

Section/Reference  Comment  Suggested Clarification or Revision 

Planning  Policy 
Context 
(Paragraphs  1.5  to 
1.12) 

Paragraphs 1.10 to 1.12 set out the current uses on site and their planning status.  
This expands on the  Issues and Options Paper by  identifying a  ‘Main Use’ (C2) 
and a specific use (D1) for part of the site (24 Kensington Square). 
 
It is unclear from these paragraphs whether the Council has identified these uses 
from Planning Permissions, or whether some or all are ‘established uses’.   It  is 
also unclear why the Council has identified No. 24 alone as a separate planning 
unit when there are 10 separate buildings  identified on the attached plan (see 
page 7).  Only one of these buildings is for student residential uses. 
 
This issue is important because Policy CK1 of the Consolidated Local Plan sets out 
a clear  sequential  test,  the  first part of which  relates  to  ‘the  same,  similar or 
related use’.  

The Council  should clarify  the planning  status of 
each of the buildings and  (here or  in paragraphs 
3.16  to 3.20) what would be  acceptable  as  (the 
same, similar or related uses’). 
 
Given the  list of uses at Paragraph 7, this should 
include: 
 

 Further  and  higher  education  and  adult 
training; 

 Student residential; 

 Education provision for school age children; 

 Other library and academic space. 
 
  

Development 
Objectives (page 5) 

The first objective appears to suggest that retaining a social and community use 
of the site could conflict with the need to ensure a good mix of uses in the area 
when in fact achieving such a mix is the basis of the justification in Policy CK1 of 
the Local Plan  

Delete ‘but also’ in Objective 1 to read: 
 
‘To retain a social and community use on the site 
to ensure a good mix of uses in the area’ 

   



Site Summary (Page 8)  At present the Site Summary focusses almost entirely on the physical nature of 
the site and its surrounding context.  Consistent with Policy CK1 it should identify 
its current  role as a cluster of educational uses, with  related open  space,  the 
opportunity to continue to provide for community needs and of the risk of high 
land values precluding community uses.  The latter two are issues that form the 
basis of the general justification for Policy CK1 in the Local Plan. 

Insert: 
 
Strengths: 
 
An  existing  historic  cluster  of  educational  and 
community uses which are an essential quality of 
the mixed use nature of the Borough and reinforce 
the  role  of  RBKC  as  a  focus  of  educational 
excellence and choice in London 
 
Opportunities: 
 
To  retain  the site  in educational and community 
uses meeting the changing needs of residents and 
offering educational choice in the Borough 
 
Threats: 
 
High  land  values  which  threaten  ongoing 
community uses; 
 
The  loss  of  diverse  users  of  the  space  including 
educational and  training providers meeting  local 
and strategic needs.  

   



Planning 
Considerations 
 
Heritage (paras 3.10 to 
3.15)  

We  agree with  the  representations  from  Historic  England  to  the  Issues  and 
options paper that more detail could be provided on the historic context for the 
current buildings and site. 
 
Whilst  referring  to  listings and heritage assets  it doesn’t  refer  to historic uses 
which have been a feature not only of the current buildings on the site, but also 
in the wider Kensington Square area. 
 
Historic England’s Guidance on Conservation Principles, Policies and Guidance 
(2008), makes clear  that  the use of buildings may be critical  to  their heritage 
significance stating: 
 

“The use and appropriate management of a place for its original 
purpose, for example as a place of recreation or worship, or, like a 
watermill, as a machine, illustrates the relationship between design 
and function, and so may make a major contribution to its historical 
values. If so, cessation of that activity will diminish those values and, 
in the case of some specialised landscapes and buildings, may 
essentially destroy them.” (Paragraph 45) 

It would be useful if a paragraph were inserted in 
this section which refers specifically to the historic 
educational use of  the buildings as part of  their 
heritage  significance.    This  adds  weight  to 
education uses being a preferred future use under 
the first stage of the sequential test set out in Local 
Plan policy CK1.  

   



Land  Use  (Paragraphs 
3.16 to 3.21) 

This  section  is  a  critical  element of  the brief,  and  in particular  informing  the 
marketing of the site. 
 
Our  view  is  that  for  the  purposes  of  the  sequential  test  (Policy  CK1,  ci)  the 
preferred current, similar or related uses are: 

Residential  Institution  (Educational)  C1,  and  Non‐Residential  Education  & 
Training Centres, Places of Worship, Religious Instruction D1. 

It is also essential in our view that this section sets out clearly, and in full, the test 
set out in Policy CK1 of the Local Plan and how they will be interpreted.  This is 
the most  important  Local  Plan  policy  relating  to  uses  on  the  site  but  is  not 
mentioned until paragraphs 3.19 and 3.20 in the document. 

In  fact paragraphs 3.19 and 3.20  refer,  in  the main,  to  the  later stages of  the 
Sequential Assessment, when they should focus on what the first stages of the 
sequential process  are.    In practice  these  issues  should only  apply  if  the  site 
ceases to be used for ‘the same, similar or related uses’. 

The  site  should  therefore  be marketed  for  those  uses, with  alternative  uses 
and/or  ‘enabling  development’  becoming  relevant where  that  is  required  to 
support those uses.  

It  should  also  be  noted  that  the  current  use  of  part  of  the  site  for  student 
accommodation  (and  therefore  it  meeting  the  tests  of  Policy  CK1,  and 
contributing to the Borough’s housing targets) could allow the retention of other 
educational  uses  on  the  site  without  requiring  un‐related  ‘enabling’ 
development.  

There is the potential for this to link with HE and FE providers in the local cluster 
including  the Royal College of Art and  Imperial College and could also  include 
academic accommodation to support the  international competiveness of  local 
world  class  institutions.    This  could  potentially  support  links  with  other 
educational and school uses on the site.    

This Section, or an Appendix, should set out in full 
Local Plan Policy CK1. 
 
It should set out: 
 
ci) what will be regarded as ‘the same, similar or 
related uses’ 
cii)  another  social  or  community  use  listed  in 
paragraph 30.3.4 of the Local Plan 
ciii) allowing enabling development to support the 
primary  use  of  the  site  for  social  and/or 
community purposes 
 
It should also state that the Council will expect the 
site  to  be  marketed  on  this  basis,  and  that 
applicants  will  be  required  to  provide  detailed 
evidence with any planning application that they 
have met these sequential tests. 
 
 



 
Transport and Access 
(3.22 to 3.25) and  

Previous sections note to the good public transport accessibility of the site and 
the need to avoid uses that would increase traffic in the area.  Para 3.18 identifies 
that  uses  which  generate  vehicle movement  and  traffic  congestion may  be 
inappropriate. 
 
It is therefore important that proposed uses are able to demonstrate how they 
will secure access other than by road but mechanisms for this are not covered in 
the document. 
 
It is also important to recognise that different potential uses will have different 
impacts.  For example a senior school generates fewer car trips than a junior one 
because children are able to travel independently.  

A  new  paragraph  could  be  inserted  after 
paragraph 3.22.  This could refer to how applicants 
will seek to avoid, manage or mitigate impacts on 
the  local  network,  through  established 
mechanisms  such  as  Travel  Plans  but  also 
potentially  through more  innovative means such 
as institutions maximising local use of facilities, for 
example through school admissions policies.  

Delivery  (Paragraphs 
3.50 to 3.54) 

It is critical that Local Plans, and the sites within them, are viable and deliverable.
 
In Central London the high land values provide a major challenge to the delivery 
of community uses.  It is therefore critical that the SPD sets out clear expectations 
that the site will be transferred at a value that can support the uses set out in the 
Council’s Local Plan. 
 
It would  therefore be useful  for  the delivery  section  to    identify viability as a 
critical  issue and the Council’s expectation that the disposal of the site should 
have regard to local plan policies, and in this case the use of the site for Social 
and Community purposes. 

It  would  be  useful  to  include  one  or  more 
paragraphs  which  set  out  the  Council’s 
expectations with regard to Viability, referring to 
the NPPF, Planning Practice Guidance and the RICS 
guidance on Viability in Planning. 
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Heythrop College Site 

 
a) Introduction 

1. Heythrop College in the Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea (RBKC) will cease to operate from 
December 2018.  RBKC has produced an Issues and Options Draft SPD for the site (October 2015) on 
which the consultation has recently closed.  

2. This note has been produced on behalf of the Alpha Plus Group, a provider of Independent Day 
School provision.  It sets out the strong planning policy support for the Council’s proposed approach 
and identifies areas where the content and approach set out in the SPD could be strengthened to 
ensure that the policy objectives in the Council’s Local Plan can be achieved. 

b) Role of a Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) 

3. The role of an SPD is to provide further detail on policies in the Local Plan.  Because they are not 
subject to the same statutory examination process they cannot depart from the policy basis set out 
in the Local Plan, but can add detail.   They must also have regard to the London Plan and National 
policy.   SPDs are capable of being a material consideration in planning decisions but are not part of 
the development plan. 

4. As noted in the SPD the NPPF states that: 

‘SPDs should be used where they can help applicants make successful 
applications... and should not be used to add unnecessarily to the financial 
burdens on development.’ (para 153) 

5. This SPD should therefore be based on (inter alia): 

a. The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and Planning Practice Guidance (PPG) 

b. The London Plan and associated Supplementary Documents 

c. The RBKC Consolidated Local Plan (2015) 

c) Key Issues for the site 

6. The site is currently used by Heythrop College, part of the University of London, for Higher Education 
purposes and also contains some student accommodation. The College has let parts of the site for 
educational and training purposes to other institutions including the Royal College of Music,  
Fordham University and the Dyslexia Centre. 
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7. The Draft SPD (Page 10) states that the main use of the site is as a Residential Institution (Use Class 
C2).  However it also clearly contains uses which are in the D2 Use Class (ie non-residential 
educational and training uses), and which do not rely on the residential element.  It is unclear from 
the brief whether the description of the use class has been defined in one or more planning 
permissions or whether it is the Council’s assessment of the ‘established uses’.  The site has 
previously been used as a Convent, and has contained educational facilities, including schools and 
later higher education, since at least the 1870s.  

8. It would be useful if the final SPD could expand on the planning status of the uses on the current site 
and their relationship to the Local Plan policy position.  This should include details of each of the 
buildings and an identification of the proportion of the site which consists of education related 
residential accommodation, the extent of buildings solely used for educational purposes and the 
extent to which they are linked to the residential nature of the property.   

9. As we note overleaf the Local Plan policy CK1 contains a sequential process for considering the future 
use of sites and buildings currently in community use, with first preference being ‘the same, similar 
or related use’.   These buildings clearly have historic and current educational and religious uses as 
well as associated residential accommodation meaning they have more in common with these uses 
than others in the C2 use class with no educational component.  The first step of the sequential test 
should therefore not be driven solely by identification of a single main use class. 

10. This is also important with reference to the heritage status of the site.  The site contains two listed 
buildings and is wholly located in the Kensington Square Conservation Area.  The significance of these 
heritage assets relates not only to the physical nature of the buildings and setting, but also the uses 
to which the buildings are put.   As we have noted above the site has evolved as an interplay between 
religious, educational and residential uses with several of the buildings built for these specific 
purposes. 

11. Historic England’s Guidance on Conservation Principles, Policies and Guidance (2008), makes clear 
that the use of buildings may be critical to their heritage significance stating: 

“The use and appropriate management of a place for its original purpose, for 
example as a place of recreation or worship, or, like a watermill, as a machine, 
illustrates the relationship between design and function, and so may make a 
major contribution to its historical values. If so, cessation of that activity will 
diminish those values and, in the case of some specialised landscapes and 
buildings, may essentially destroy them.” (Paragraph 45) 

12. It would therefore be useful if the SPD contained reference to the relationship between the buildings 
and their uses being an important part of their heritage significance and the importance of 
considering appropriate re-use of the buildings in this context. 
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National and Regional Policy 

13. In the context of the site being in an educational/community use both National Policy and the London 
Plan provide strong support for the identification and retention of sites in community and specific or 
educational use. 

14. The NPPF encourages local authorities to plan positively for community facilities.  Paragraph 70 states 
that: 

To deliver the social, recreational and cultural facilities and services the 
community needs, planning policies and decisions should:  

 plan positively for the provision and use of shared space, community 
facilities (such as local shops, meeting places, sports venues, cultural 
buildings, public houses and places of worship) and other local services 
to enhance the sustainability of communities and residential 
environments;  

 guard against the unnecessary loss of valued facilities and services, 
particularly where this would reduce the community’s ability to meet its 
day-to-day needs. 

15. Paragraph 72 states that:  

The Government attaches great importance to ensuring that a sufficient choice 
of school places is available to meet the needs of existing and new communities. 
Local planning authorities should take a proactive, positive and collaborative 
approach to meeting this requirement, and to development that will widen 
choice in education. They should:  

 give great weight to the need to create, expand or alter schools;  

 work with schools promoters to identify and resolve key planning issues 
before applications are submitted. 

16. The emphasis on widening choice should be noted, and that fact that policy does not distinguish 
between state and independent schools.   

17. The London Plan (Policy 3.16) requires local authorities to secure sites for social infrastructure 
provision and if a facility is no longer needed:  

‘take reasonable steps to identify alternative community uses where the needs 
have been identified’. 
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18. Policy 3.18 requires Boroughs to plan for educational needs and states that: 

Proposals which result in the net loss of education facilities should be resisted, 
unless it can be demonstrated that there is no ongoing or future demand. 

 Viability and Land Values 

19. The NPPF places emphasis on the need for development to be viable.    

20. Paragraph 173 states that: 

Pursuing sustainable development requires careful attention to viability and 
costs in plan-making and decision-taking. Plans should be deliverable. Therefore, 
the sites and the scale of development identified in the plan should not be 
subject to such a scale of obligations and policy burdens that their ability to be 
developed viably is threatened. To ensure viability, the costs of any 
requirements likely to be applied to development, such as requirements for 
affordable housing, standards, infrastructure contributions or other 
requirements should, when taking account of the normal cost of development 
and mitigation, provide competitive returns to a willing land owner and willing 
developer to enable the development to be deliverable. 

21. Planning Practice Guidance expands on the issue of land values to be considered in viability stating 
that:  

Central to the consideration of viability is the assessment of land or site value. 
The most appropriate way to assess land or site value will vary but there are 
common principles which should be reflected. 

In all cases, estimated land or site value should: 

 reflect emerging policy requirements and planning obligations and, 
where applicable, any Community Infrastructure Levy charge; 

 provide a competitive return to willing developers and land owners 
(including equity resulting from those building their own homes); and 

 be informed by comparable, market-based evidence wherever possible. 
Where transacted bids are significantly above the market norm, they 
should not be used as part of this exercise. 
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22. This reflects the RICS Guidance on Viability in Planning (GN 94/2012) that  

Site Value should equate to the market value subject to the following 
assumption: 

that the value has regard to development plan policies and all other material 
planning considerations and disregards that which is contrary to the 
development plan. 

23. The supporting text to Policy CK1 confirms that a principle reason for adopting the policy is that very 
high land values in the Borough have major impacts on the diversity of potential uses.  It states that: 

High land values can effectively prevent new social and community facilities 
from being established. Maintaining the present land bank of sites in these uses 
for future generations is thus essential.  (paragraph 30.3.2) 

24. In these circumstances it is critical for the site to be marketed for a use reflecting that set out in the 
SPD, and that any assessment of ‘market value’ should reflect this firm and long-standing policy 
position.  It is important that the SPD explicitly makes this position clear, and that the site should be 
marketed in line with proposed uses in the SPD and in Local Plan Policy. 

25. The NPPF and Planning Practice Guidance both generally, and in specific relation to heritage assets, 
emphasise the significance of viability.  However, PPG also states that ‘The optimum viable use (from 
a heritage perspective) may not necessarily be the most profitable one.’  It is therefore important to 
ensure that references to ‘enabling’ in the final SPD make clear firstly that this is the third leg in a 
sequential test, and only to be used where the first two tests have been addressed, and secondly that 
‘enabling’ should be focussed on supporting the viability of the primary uses for the site, not as a 
reason for supporting a higher land value. 

d) Conclusion 

26. Alpha Plus Group is strongly supportive of the approach being taken by the Council to the SPD, and of 
the up-to-date Local Plan policy CK1 on which it is based. 

27. This note sets out a number of areas where the Council may wish to expand on its policy position in 
the Final Draft Document.  These are: 

a) Providing a more comprehensive description of current uses on the site and stating explicitly that for 
the purposes of the sequential test (Policy CK1, ci) the preferred current, similar or related uses are: 
Residential Institution (Educational) C1, and  Non-Residential Education & Training Centres, Places of 
Worship, Religious Instruction D1; 

b) That in relation to heritage the relationships between the buildings, and their historic uses being of 
significance in their role as heritage assets is noted; 

c) That the NPPF and London Plan both place a strong emphasis on the need to retain community 
provision, and specifically that great weight should be placed on the provision of schools; 
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d) That any marketing of the site, should reflect the guidance on land values set out in the NPPF, 
Planning Practice Guidance and RICS guidance and take into account the policies set out in the Local 
Plan and SPD for the site to be retained in community uses. 

e) That it might be helpful if the guidance set outs clearly how each step of the sequential test in Policy 
CK1 should be undertaken, starting with the preferred uses in paragraph (a) above, followed by other 
community uses and finally by enabling (see attached diagram overleaf). 

28. In our view the current Local Plan Policy and Issues and Options SPD have the potential to form a sound 
basis for achieving the Council’s objectives of retaining the site in a community use.  We hope that the 
suggestions above would further strengthen this position. 

29. Alpha Plus group would be happy to provide further evidence on need and demand for Independent 
School provision in RBKC if that would be helpful. 
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Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea, Consolidated Local Plan (October 2015) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Heythrop College site is 
currently used for a variety of 
education purposes.  This includes 
the college’s own teaching and 
academic functions, with parts let 
to other institutions. It also 
includes some student 
accommodation.   
 
The Issues and Options paper 
describes it as C2 – a Residential 
Institution.  It is unclear how much 
of the site is actually used for 
these purposes.  Other education 
facilities (with no residential 
component) come under the D1 
(Non-Residential Uses) 
classification.  Some other 
education facilities with boarding 
are classified as mixed C2 and D1. 
 
Section c(i) of the policy refers to 
similar or related use. It will 
therefore be important to ensure 
that the brief refers to education 
uses.   

This could be any of the uses 
listed in paragraph 30.3.4 of the 
Local Plan:  “Care homes/care 
facilities and elderly people’s 
homes; community/ meeting halls 
and rooms; doctors, dentists, 
hospitals and other health 
facilities; hostels; laundrettes; 
libraries; Metropolitan Police and 
other emergency service facilities; 
petrol filling stations; places of 
worship; bespoke premises for the 
voluntary sector; schools and other 
educational establishments; sport 
facilities; and youth facilities 

As a sequential policy this should 
only come into effect after options 
c(i) and c(ii) have been exhausted.  
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Dear Jonathan, 
 
HEYTHROP COLLEGE SUPPLEMENTARY PLANNING DOCUMENT – DRAFT JANUARY 2016 

 
I write in response to the Heythrop College Supplementary Planning Document Draft dated January 2016 
on behalf of the freeholders of the site, the Jesuits in Britain. 
 
These comments follow our comments on the Draft Issues and Options Paper for the site submitted at the 
end of last year. 
 
As you are aware it is no longer viable for Heythrop College to remain in situ and our client is therefore 
proposing to sell the site with part of the proceeds put towards helping the college re-establish itself 
elsewhere. 
 
In terms of the draft SDP we again welcome the acknowledgement that there is an opportunity to make 
better use of the site by replacing or renewing the buildings to the rear with high quality architecture. 
 
We also welcome the acknowledgement that the blocks at the rear of the site could be replaced with 
buildings supporting new uses (including residential) and the acknowledgement that the site is large and 
could accommodate a higher density development including an element of residential. 
 
Notwithstanding the above we have the following more detailed comments to make: 
  

 Development Guidelines: Constraints (Playspace) – the court within the grounds does not provide 
a resource for local schools and clubs. It is used by the College and there is an ad hoc 
arrangement with one local school (Thomas’s) who have been allowed to use it is a gesture of 
good will. There is no formal arrangement for this or for any other school or club in the area to 
use the facilities and on this basis its loss would have a negligible impact on the local community 
 

 Development Guidelines: Constraints (Student Halls) – we are not aware of any specific policies 
that seek to protect student accommodation and while student accommodation in London is 
monitored as part of overall housing targets the replacement of the halls on site with high quality 
residential accommodation coupled with the vast amount of student housing being delivered 
across the capital should be sufficient to address any concerns the GLA may have on this issue 
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 3.17 – while the site is located relatively close to world class tertiary education institutions its use 
as an alternative residential college with student accommodation would not in our opinion be 
appropriate. The existing college has limited numbers of students and the halls are not occupied 
to full capacity. Such inefficiencies are only made possible by the favourable lease terms provided 
to the college by our client. Any tertiary education institution considering investing in this site will 
almost certainly look to make more use of the existing buildings or more likely increase the 
density of the development. This would fundamentally change the character of the site and have 
a potentially adverse impact on the amenity of existing residents. A residential use on the site 
would not impact in such a way 
 

 3.27 – please see above commentary on playspace 
 

 3.34 – we welcome an acknowledgement that a taller block may be acceptable along the 
railway to replace the student residence however the indicative site layout plan on page 11 
suggests that any replacement building on this part of the site should be less than 9 storeys. 
Given the existing building on this part of the site is already 9 storeys and the Copthorne Tara 
hotel opposite is considerably larger we presume this an error and the plan should reference any 
replacement building being greater than 9 storeys 

 
 Land Use – while we acknowledge that Policy CK1 seeks to retain an element of community use 

on site, as previously stated we believe the most appropriate future use for the site is residential. 
Such a use would be low intensity, preserve the tranquil setting of the site and be entirely in 
keeping with the character of surrounding area which is almost exclusively residential. Neither 
student accommodation nor certain types of community use would retain this status quo  

 
 Access – we remain of the view that a case could made for the creation of improved access to 

the site off of Kensington Square in a similar way to that which already exists in the north eastern 
and south western corners of the square 

 
In summary Heythrop College cannot remain on the site and as such it is being sold in part to help fund 
their relocation to another more appropriate site and location. 
 
Notwithstanding the requirements of Policy CK 1 we believe the most appropriate future use for the site is 
residential - a low intensity use entirely in keeping with the character of the surrounding area.  
 
A high quality residential development on the site could include a consolidated and purpose built 
community facility which would benefit local residents. In contrast any scheme that included a significant 
quantum of community use and/or student accommodation could open up the possibility of a school or 
similarly intensive user occupying the site to the detriment of the local community. 
 
We do however welcome acknowledgement within the document that there is clearly scope to bring 
forward a higher density development on the site including residential and that the detail of any such 
scheme will, as with all major planning applications, come down to a number of considerations including 
the overall package of benefits offered. 
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We hope the above is helpful and look forward to continued engagement with you on the SPD. 
 
Yours sincerely  

 
IAN RENNIE 
Director  
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



HEYTHROP COLLEGE PLANNING BRIEF:  
SUPPLEMENTARY PLANNING DOCUMENT, DRAFT JANUARY 2016 

 
Dear Mr Wade, 
Many thanks for circulating the January 2016 draft of the supplementary planning document relating to 
Heythrop College. We appreciate that it is never simple to seek to address all the concerns that are raised by 
local residents and other interested parties and are grateful for your attempts to do so on this occasion and 
for the second opportunity for local consultation. 
 
As immediate neighbours of the site in South End and South End Row and also as the local church 
community in Victoria Road, we would like to underline those aspects of the planning brief with which we 
agree and those on which we still have some reservations and suggestions for your consideration.  
 
Although we support and agree with much of the planning brief’s development objectives, on page 5, we 
have the following concerns as regards these objectives: 

• As RBKC consider the variety of educational or residential use for the site than some, we underline 
that we do not want to see any increase in traffic in Kensington Square, South End or South End 
Row or, for that matter, in Kensington Court or Victoria Road; 

• we would, for example, only be happy to see a primary school if it could be achieved without any 
increase in traffic and if the access onto Kensington Square was closed except as an emergency exit; 

• we would also hope that the green space and sports facilities on the site could be protected and 
enhanced and could also be accessible by the community, especially neighbouring residents (perhaps 
via a gate with keypad code or key system as with many garden squares) – could this be a condition 
of granting planning permission?; 

• we would want any residential development to be of a design and scale that is in keeping with the 
local conservation area and served to enhance the local area’s architecture, which we agree the 
current student accommodation does not achieve. 

 
Similarly, while we appreciate much of the SWOT analysis (on page 8), we have the following comments: 

• Add to weaknesses: currently, the open and green space is of limited use to the local community; 
• Add to opportunities: There is an opportunity to explore creating an entrance into the site at the 

western edge by covering over the railway lines. Given TfL’s need to monetise its assets and a desire 
for enhanced community facilities and points of access into the site, this should be given serious 
consideration. Examples such as the New York Highline and similar uses in Paris encourage us that 
this is an avenue to be explored which maybe of real benefit to the site and the local community; 

• Add to opportunities: There is an opportunity to increase availability of schools in an area of great 
demand but only subject to the local residents’ desire for no net increase in traffic; 

• Add to opportunities: There is an opportunity to open up the green space and sports facilities to 
local residents via a key or keypad system; 

• Add to threats: first bullet point – add ‘particularly in Kensington Square, South End and South End 
Row.’ 

 
Likewise, we have the following comments on the development guidelines: 

• The paragraph on ‘Open Space’ should refer to sports facilities, not least given para 73 of the 
National Planning Policy Framework, 3.19 of the London Plan and CK1 Of the Local Plan Policy; 

• The paragraph on ‘Constraints’ should include, under Playspace, the need not only to retain the 
tennis courts and sports facilities but also to open them up to ensure they are accessible to local 
residents. 

 
We feel that the Indicative site layout needs to be strengthened as follows: 

• Para 3.6: Delete and replace with: “The feasibility and benefit of creating another point of access 
(both pedestrian and vehicular) at the western edge of the site over the railway lines should be 
explored otherwise the site is hugely constrained by having only one point of pedestrian access and 
one point of vehicular access.” 



• Para 3.8: Delete and replace the final sentence with: “Three storeys should be the limit here.” 
• Para 3.9: Delete and replace with: “Open Space, Green Space and Sports facilities – the area of open 

space, garden, trees and sports facilities in the centre of the site, including the tennis courts all need 
to be retained, protected and opened up to use by local residents.” 

 
We have the following comments on the Planning Considerations: 

• There is a typo in the Heritage section (para 3.10): the reference to Kynance Place should read 
‘Kelso Place’ as this is the neighbouring street; 

• There is an unnecessary repetition in paras 3.11 and 3.12 of the need to acknowledge the historical 
context of the site. Although we totally agree with this point, mentioning it once is probably 
sufficient; 

• Under Land Use, would it be possible to have a school to meet the local community’s growing 
demand for school places on the condition that it did not result in any net increase in vehicle 
movement or traffic congestion around Kensington Square, South End or South End Row, not least 
if a new point of pedestrian and vehicular access was created at the western edge of the site over the 
railway lines? 

• Under Access, we strongly support the Council’s expectation in para 3.23 that any additional 
development should be car free; 

• Under Open Space, we are concerned by the language of ‘considering’ preservation of the sports 
facilities on the site in para 3.27. Given that they are a social and community use covered by Local 
Plan Policy CK1, we believe that they should be retained or re-provided to an equivalent or higher 
standard in any future development of the site and opened up to use by local residents; 

• Similarly, we are concerned by the suggestion that any new development should simply provide 
‘open space’ in para 3.28. Open space and green spaces are much valued by local residents. We 
therefore believe that these gardens and open spaces should be preserved and protected by any future 
use or development; 

• Again, merely requesting that developers respect the amenity of the adjacent buildings in South End 
Row (paras 3.22 and 3.33) does not provide the developer with any hard parameters for the project. 
We believe that any new development at the south adjacent to South End Row should be limited to 
the current height of the buildings that are on the site at this point; 

• Please add ‘South End Row’ to the reference to South End in the 2nd bullet point in para 3.35; 
• We believe that traffic generation is the most significant consideration (not simply a significant 

consideration) for any future use of the site (para 3.36) and that, although pedestrian access is 
currently available through Kensington Square, it would materially impact the amenity of those 
residents if the pedestrian footfall in the Square increased significantly as a result of any use;  

• Does para 3.37 need to be amended to reflect the opportunity for opening up access into the western 
edge of the site? Should you add at the end of the final sentence: ‘unless an additional point of 
access is created over the railway lines at the western edge of the site?’ 

• We support the Council’s desire to see high standards of design for all housing on the site (para 
3.40) and the Council’s desire to see social, environmental and economic sustainability (paras 3.43, 
3.44 and 3.45). 

 
Many thanks for all your hard work and we hope these comments form a careful and constructive part of the 
planning process. 
 
Rev’d Mark O’Donoghue 
For and on behalf of residents of South End and South End Row 
For and on behalf of Christ Church Kensington 
 
Draft: 3rd February 2016 
 
  



London, February 2016 

HEYTHROP COLLEGE DRAFT SPD  

KENSINGTON SQUARE RESIDENTS ASSOCIATION COMMENTS 

We are writing to you is our capacity of chairman, vice chairman and general secretary of Kensington 
Square Residents Association (“KSRA”) and after a formal and extensive consultation with many 
residents of the square, the clear majority of which are in support of our representation. As part of the 
Heythrop College contemplated SPD, KSRA is keen to remind the council of the unique and its 
historical heritage of the square and need for protection.  

KSRA would like to reiterate that it strongly welcomes the decision to produce a Supplementary 
Planning Document to guide the future development and use of this site and we appreciate the 
consultation that has taken place. 

Concerning the protection of residential character and conservation of the historical square, we would 
like to request at this stage that the SPD reflects a stronger commitment to avoid any incremental 
traffic to Kensington Square.  This is targeted not only to avoid loss of amenity for the residents of the 
square, but also for the protection of the historic heritage of the site.   

For the avoidance of doubt, we would like to seek some clarifications to be made in the SPD and 
considered in the consultation: 

1) while the SPD mentions an existing school on the square at 24 Kensington Square, we 
believe it needs to be noted and clarified in the SPD that this is a very small ancillary site of a 
group of 4 schools, which has a maximum allowed capacity of 50 students and currently has 
18 nursery age children only on roll (source: last OFSTED report and school).  We strongly 
feel that this should not be used as an example or a precedent that could lead some to 
mistakenly believe a primary or secondary school would be an acceptable use, as this would 
be strongly opposed by the residents.  Any non-residential educational use would not only 
require planning permission from RBKC, but would be heavily opposed by the residents given 
potential for additional traffic to the area and change to the quiet character of Kensington 
Square.  We understand that there is one education provider that is keen to commit to handle 
all drop-offs via vehicular entrance at South End and would welcome that approach, as in 
essence they would be shutting the entrance from Kensington Square, preventing drop-offs, 
thus avoiding noisy traffic from parents dropping off and picking up children.   

2) we would like to highlight that we understand that RBKC considered comments to the SPD 
from parents of a neighbouring school that is keen to secure the site as a primary school.  
This group of parents were enrolled in a lobbying campaign and as they do not live in the 
vicinity, they only speak for the short term benefits of the education of their children and not 
the long term impact on the area.  RBKC received 117 comments to the SPD in total, 83 of 
which were from the parents of this school. We feel that this particular conflict of interest 
needs to be accounted for and that comments to the SPD should be considered only by 
residents who are all affected and not external conflicted parties.  We represent more than 80 
households who live on Kensington Square and the majority of which support the 
maintenance of its residential character and oppose strongly any change of use that would 
result in incremental traffic, given the narrow vehicular access into the square.  

Experience elsewhere in London does prove that those educational commercial uses result in 
significant unregulated traffic causing significant disturbances to residents to the benefit only of the 
school owners and users.   



As we have stated in our previous comments in November, we have further serious concerns about 
access to the site in any development and want to ensure site access is maintained in its current form 
and not to allow any vehicular access via the square. We appreciate the SPD reminding parties that 
vehicular access is solely via South End. 

Given the residential character of the square, we would favour some limited residential development 
on the buildings facing the square on the proviso that facades are maintained given the Kensington 
Square Conservation Area constraints and that it should be a car free development.  We do not wish 
to be prescriptive for the specific uses on the South part of the site, but would favour a social and 
community use that would not result in incremental traffic  

Finally, we would like to reiterate that we feel it would be sensible for RBKC to look at the site taking 
into account its strategic position in the borough.  We have considerable amount of adjacent space 
available such as the tracks that could be covered etc and would enable proper access going 
forward. This would enable another entrance to be created via Scarsdale Place or under the 
Copthorne Tara hotel and over the rail-track, and would encourage the monetisation of a roof over the 
rail-track and transformation into a green or commercial space.  Such an approach could lead to a 
better outcome for all the residents, the entire site and its proposed development, as given the current 
access constraints the use of the site can be viewed as limiting for developers and hamper ability to 
generate true long-term benefit to the borough as part of a modernisation scheme of the area.  

To summarise, KSRA strongly supports the draft SPD for Heythrop College, subject to the above 
comments. 

We support the same basic principles as our neighbouring associations: 

• no increase in traffic to both Kensington Square and South End 

• protection of the historic heritage of the site and the area 
• protection of green space and sport facilities  

• strongly favour tertiary education and communal use of some of the facilities 

 

We remain available to meet at your convenience to discuss this very important matter 

 

Best regards 

 

Y. Alexandre, M. Pissioti, F. Alexandre-Robin 
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Dear Sir/Madam 

FURTHER REPRESENTATIONS TOWARD THE HEYTHROP SPD ON BEHALF OF 

THOMAS’S LONDON DAY SCHOOLS 

On behalf of our client Thomas’s London Day Schools (TLDS) we are instructed to submit further 

representations in respect of the draft Supplementary Planning Document for the Heythrop College site that 

is currently out for further public consultation.  

TLDS was established in 1977 and now comprises a family owned group of four independent day schools, 

and a kindergarten. The schools are located in Battersea, Kensington, Clapham and Fulham. TLDS also 

sponsored the New Kings Primary School, Fulham, thus enabling it to become Thomas’s Academy in 

September 2015. The schools educate over 2,300 boys and girls aged from two and a half to thirteen years 

old. Thomas’s Kensington was established in 1981 and now operates from 3 sites. It is located within a few 

hundred metres of the Heythrop College site, with which it has had a relationship that dates back over thirty 

five years. 

From reviewing the draft Heythrop College SPD which was produced on 6 January 2016, we are 

disappointed that our previous representations on behalf of TLDS to accommodate educational uses (Use 

Class D1) on the site have not been adequately acknowledged. We consider that the TLDS relocation to the 

Heythrop site would satisfy a number of the key objectives identified, notably:  

1. The SPD aims to retain a Social/Community Use on site to be in line with Policy CK1. An 

educational use within the buildings on the northern part of the site would retain a Social/Community 

Use on the site which is in line with the site’s historical use. Such a use would be entirely consistent 

with Policy CK1.  

2. The SPD seeks to allocate a use on the Heythrop site which would not lead to unsuitable 

levels of vehicle movements and traffic congestion, which as a consequence would not 

significantly impact on local traffic and parking conditions. Thomas’s Kensington has been 

based within the local area since 1981 and now occupies three sites which are within close 

proximity to the Heythrop site. As recent surveys demonstrate, the majority of pupils arrive at school 

by means other than a private car; the majority cycle or walk given that the majority live within 1km 

of the school. As a consequence the level of traffic generated by the school is extremely limited. 

The School’s existing Travel Plan (gold level accreditation) could be updated to reflect the sites new 

location and surrounding uses.  
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3. The SPD notes that TLDS currently uses the sports courts on the Heythrop site and that any 

future use of the site should reflect this use. The relocation of TLDS to the Heythrop site would 

not only seek to preserve the recreational use on the site, the school would also seek to retain the 

green open space and TPO’d trees in the centre of the site which would maintain the amenity of 

neighbouring buildings and future uses of the site.   

4. The SPD states that the site falls within the Kensington Square Conservation Area and is 

surrounded by listed buildings including 24 Kensington Square which forms part of the site 

and has long been used for education purposes. If Thomas’s Kensington were to relocate to the 

buildings to the north of the site, the buildings would require minimal adaption given their current 

existing education use.  As a consequence the proposed use would have minimal impact on the 

visual amenity of the conservation area or the existing listed buildings. 

Furthermore, from reviewing the respondents from the previous round of consultation, the comments are 

strongly in favour for an educational use to remain on the site with 65.7% of the respondents requesting a 

primary education use. This level of support for a primary educational institution only strengthens our case 

for such an allocation in the Heythrop College SPD. 

Thomas’s London Day Schools continues to support the SPD for Heythrop College site for mixed use 

purposes, including the potential redevelopment of the existing buildings to the south of the site for a range 

of residential and community uses. However, we remain of the opinion that the existing buildings to the north 

of the site are ideally suited to a Use Class D1, specifically a primary educational institution, due to current 

and historical uses of these buildings.  

Any relocation to the Heythrop site would also enable the School’s existing school buildings to be re-used for 

non-educational purposes, including residential, that would be far more compatible with the surrounding 

activities; which would substantially improve the amenity of adjacent occupiers. 

In summary, given the constraints mentioned within the draft SPD and the historical uses on the site, we 

maintain that a D1 use would be suitable. We would advocate that this should be encouraged within the SPD 

with particular reference being made to the potential to accommodate existing local schools where this would 

result in improvements to the local environment.   

Yours faithfully  

 

Peter Edwards 

Partner 

E: Peter.Edwards@carterjonas.co.uk 

T: 0207 518 3200 

  

 



HEYTHROP COLLEGE PLANNING BRIEF: DRAFT JANUARY 2016 
COMMENTS OF VICTORIA ROAD AREA RESIDENTS’ ASSOCIATION 
 
 
The Victoria Road Area Residents’ Association have a strong interest in this 
planning brief because the only vehicular access to this site is through South End 
and because the site also backs onto South End Row and Kelso Place, which 
are mainly two-storey buildings. All of these are part of our association’s area. 
 
Our main concerns are that any development must: 
 

• maintain the same social and community uses currently on the site: 
preferably tertiary education with residential accommodation and sports 
facilities; 

 
• resist uses with significant traffic generation both during 

construction and, particularly, from any use of the site, recognising 
that vehicular access to the site via South End is difficult, convoluted, 
congested and limited, and access via Kensington Square should 
limited to pedestrians;  
 

• protect and enhance the character and appearance of the 
conservation areas and their impact on the setting 

 
• ensure that the nature and scale of any future uses of the site do not 

have an adverse effect on the surrounding area; 
 

• minimise the impact of any buildings on the low-rise, two-storey 
housing that surrounds the site in the southern corner; and 

 
• protect and enhance the gardens, trees and sports facilities.  

 
 
Overall 
 
VRARA strongly supports the main thrust of the draft SPD, especially: 
 

• policy context, including the identification of the uses and the heritage 
assets 

• the development objectives 
• the site description 
• the SWOT analysis 
• the development guidelines, including the indicative site layout  
• the key planning considerations   

 
The planning policy context should, however, be expanded to cover: 



 
• the retention or replacement of the student hall of residence (LP 3.14) 
• the protection of local green space (para 1.6 or in a new para 13: refer 

to NPPF paras 76/77) 
• the protection of local sports facilities, especially the tennis courts 

(NPPF para 73, LP Policy 3.19 as well as being a use covered by Local 
Plan Policy CK1) 

 
The Development Objectives (page 5) need extended to include: 
 

• to retain the student accommodation; and  
• to retain the sports facilities on the site. 

 
Section 2: Site Description 

 
VRARA strongly supports the section on Site Location and Context, except: 
 
2.1: Line 5: delete “arcade” and insert “building” 
 
2.4: The height of the Copthorne Tara should not be seen as a precedent or 
guideline for building heights – it was built in the early 1970s subsidised by a 
Government Hotel Grant scheme to overcome a housing shortage and, as the 
draft says, particularly dominant.  It reflects noise from the underground. 
 
Site Summary 
 
Weaknesses 
Access to the site is extremely limited for both pedestrians and vehicles. 
Access from Kensington Square is for pedestrians only. There is one 
vehicle access point via South End, which is not wide enough to 
accommodate a significant increase in traffic or large lorries. With a denser 
eventual use, increased vehicular traffic through South End would 
inevitably make it less suitable as the main pedestrian route as the 
entrance is very narrow with has no pavement. 
  
Threats – first bullet – add “especially in Kensington Square and South End.” 
 
Section 3: Development Guidelines 
 
Issues: 
Open Space – this could mention sports facilities – there are policies to support 
their retention (see above)  
 
 
 



Constraints 
Playspace – this should specifically refer to tennis courts in line 1 and in line 3 
and should specifically refer to “sports facilities”.  
 
Indicative Site Layout 
Para 3.5: The constrained nature of the site informs the site layout to a significant 
degree - a “certain degree” is a gross understatement. This is major constraint. 
 
Para 3.9: delete and replace with: 
“Open Space, garden, trees and sports facilities all need to be retained in the 
centre of the site. 
 
Planning Considerations:   
 
Heritage 
Para 3.10, line 4: delete “Kynance” and replace with “Kelso” 
 
Para 3.13: Any development would also impact on the De Vere Conservation 
Area 
 
Land Use 
Para 3.16/3.19: The wording “same or similar use” in CK1 relates to the specific 
use, not the rest of the uses in the same use class, which would not come into 
play until the next stage in the sequence. 
 
Para 3.17: We strongly agree that the student accommodation should be 
retained or even reprovided, whilst maintaining the number of study bedrooms as 
required by LP 3.14 – quote this policy. 
 
Para 3.20: VRARA is unconvinced that enabling residential development would 
be necessary. 
 
Access 
Para 3.23: VRARA strongly supports the site being both a permit-free and car-
free development. 
 
Open Space 
Para 3.27: the sports facilities/tennis court are a social and community use 
covered by Local Plan Policy CK1 and should, therefore, be retained or 
reprovided to an equivalent or better standard, rather than preservation “be 
considered”. 
 
Rewrite second sentence as: 
 



“Preservation or equivalent re-provision of these sports facilities will be 
required in future plans for the site. (NPPF para 73; London Plan Policy 
3.19; and Local Plan Policy CK1, CR5)” 

 
Design and Accessibility 
Para 3.36: Traffic generation: For VRARA, and other residents’ association too, 
traffic generation is the determining issue for the type of use that would be 
acceptable on the site. 
 
Para 3.37:  VRARA strongly agrees that a “college campus” should be the 
preferred use for this site – and considers that this paragraph should be more 
explicit. Rewrite second sentence: 
 

“A college campus or another C2 use, including education and student 
accommodation use would be the ideal use, as it would fit best with the 
constraints.” 

 
Housing 
Para 3.39: Student accommodation:  
Delete “with at least equivalent floorspace” – the London Plan Policy 3.14 
requires resisting the loss of units, but if replacement it would be for the same 
type of housing, in this case student accommodation. If the 1960s hall of 
residence were redeveloped it would need to provide as many units even if the 
space standards and facilities were improved. The loss of any units would count 
as losses to be offset against gains in the number of housing units provided. The 
“equivalence” to be sought is in the number of units not the amount of floorspace.  
 
Sustainability 
Para 3.49 Drainage: 
VRARA considers that should be no rainwater run off as the site is sufficiently 
large and permeable that the development should have no runoff 
 
Summary 
 
VRARA strongly supports the draft SPD for Heythrop College, subject to the 
above comments. 
We support the same basic principles as our neighbouring associations : 
 
-  no increase in traffic to both South End and Kensington Square; 
-  protection of the historic heritage of the site and the area; 
-  protection of green space and sport facilities; and  
-  strongly favour tertiary education and communal use of some of the 

facilities. 
 
Michael Bach 
Chairman: Victoria Road Residents’ Association                3 February 2016  
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